Deluxe’s High Security checks help businesses stay protected

As the industry leader in checks, Deluxe is constantly working to stay a step ahead of criminals. The most secure check available comes with features that will help businesses and banks more easily identify the validity of a check when it is presented as payment.

- **Anti-Copy Technology**
  Makes check very difficult to reproduce on the majority of today’s copiers.

- **Thermochromic Red Ink**
  Ink reacts to heat to deter and detect copying. Holding between thumb and forefinger, the ink will disappear on a legitimate check, validating its authenticity.

- **Foil Hologram**
  Multi-colored, dimensional foil includes embedded security features and cannot be reproduced by copiers or scanners.

- **High-Security Background Colors**
  Copiers and scanners cannot duplicate these green, burgundy, blue, yellow, or purple background colors.

- **Chemical-Wash Detection Area**
  Chemical alteration attempts result in speckling or stains in this lock area.

- **True Watermark**
  Watermark pressed into paper can be seen by holding the check up to a light source but cannot be reproduced by copiers or scanners.

- **Mobile/Remote Deposit Reminder**
  Track and date deposits made via mobile device to prevent depositing checks twice.

- **Original Document Backer**
  Original document screening deters cut-and-paste alteration attempts.

Also includes these security features:
- Chemical-sensitive paper
- Consecutive numbering
- Invisible fluorescent fibers
- Microprinted borders
- Visible fibers
- Toner adhesion
- Padlock icon
- Security warning box
- Warning border
- High-resolution border elements
- Colored pantograph background design

Call your DBA Phone Number or visit deluxe.com/highsecurity for more information.
Businesses understand the value of using checks but, under certain circumstances, keeping copies of checks could be risky.

Keeping copies of original checks or having checks that can be copied is a risk that a business should not take. If just one check falls into the wrong hands, multiple false checks can be created and used to commit fraud.

Based on the industry’s best practices, Deluxe recommends that businesses enhance the security of check-related records. Here are some ways to safely keep records of checks:

• Use duplicate (or triplicate) High Security checks, which are available from Deluxe. The duplicates provide a great way to keep a record of the payment on duplicate paper that cannot be used to process a payment transaction. A photocopy of a check could be mistakenly perceived as a legitimate document.

• When printing the original laser check, set the copier to print twice: once on check stock/paper and once on white copy paper. Some printers allow the user to place white paper in a second drawer to make the duplicate. Stamp the copy with a void stamp. (If the copier doesn’t have a second drawer, insert the checks into the printer with a blank sheet of paper between each check then set the printer to print twice.)